Abstract. We define an explicit action of the quantum loop algebra Uq( gl n ) on the tensor space and show that these actions are compatible with the natural embedding Uq( gl n ) ֒→ Uq( gl n+1 ). As an application, we identify simple representations of affine qSchur algebras S△(n, r) C arising from simple polynomial representations of Uq( gl n ) [13] with those arising from simple modules of the affine Hecke algebra H△(r) C of type A [28].
Introduction
Affine q-Schur algebras as affine analogue of q-Schur algebras have been widely studied in the literature; see, for example, [14, 25, 17, 30, 31, 11, 7] . Like the classical SchurWeyl theory (see, e.g., [15, 9, 8] ), this class of algebras plays a bridging role in linking representations of quantum loop algebras U q ( gl n ) with those of affine Hecke algebras H △ (r) C of type A.
When the parameter q is not a root of unity, two approaches have been developed in [7, Ch. 4 ] to classify simple representations of S △ (n, r) C . More precisely, the so-called upward approach applies the classification of simple H △ (r) C -modules of Zelevinsky [33] and Rogawski [28] to obtain simple S △ (n, r) C -modules which are indexed by multisegments. This is based on a category equivalence between the category of S △ (n, r) C -modules and that of H △ (r) Cmodules in the case of n r. While the downward approach uses the classification of simple polynomial representations of U q ( gl n ) in terms of dominant Drinfeld polynomials as given by Frenkel-Mukhin in [13] . This classification is a generalization of that of finite dimensional simple representations of U q ( sl n ) due to Chari-Pressley [3, 4, 5] . In this approach, simple representations of S △ (n, r) C are indexed by dominant Drinfeld polynomials of total degree r. When n > r, that is, when S △ (n, r) C is a homomorphic image of U q ( sl n ), by applying a result of Chari-Pressley [6, 7.6] , the two classifications are identified by a bijective map from multisegments of total length r to dominant Drinfeld polynomials of total degree r; see [7, Th. 4.4.2] . In this paper, we will establish such an identification for the n r case; thus, solving [7, Prob. 4.6.11] .
We point out that the identification of the two classifications should have important applications. For example, any simple H △ (r) C -module is an inflation of a simple module for certain Ariki-Koike algebras H u (r) C , where u = {u 1 , . . . , u m } ⊆ C * . Since simple H u (r) C -modules are indexed by Kleshchev multipartitions, the identification would give rise to a possible correspondence between Kleshchev multipartitions and Drinfeld polynomials. Moreover, the identification would also provide an approach to investigate finite dimensional simple S △ (n, r) C -modules (and hence, simple U q ( gl n )-modules) at roots of unity through those of H △ (r) C -modules.
Let D △,C (n) be the double Ringel-Hall algebra of the cyclic quiver △(n) with n vertices. Then D △,C (n) has a presentation in terms of Chevalley generators and infinite many central generators, and is isomorphic to the quantum loop algebra U q ( gl n ); see [7, Th. 2.5.3] . By the natural representation of D △,C (n), we obtain an action of D △,C (n) on the tensor space, called the dot action in this paper. The advantage of this action is the simplicity of the action of central generators. By twisting the dot action with another Hopf algebra isomorphism between D △,C (n) and U q ( gl n ) ( [7, Th. 4.4 .1]), we obtain a U q ( gl n )-action on the tensor space, called the diamond action. In this way, we determined the two classifications of simple S △ (n, r) C -modules and identified them in the n > r case in [7] . Naturally, one expects to use the Schur functor to get the identification in the n r case. However, since the diamond action defined in this way does not provide explicit actions for the generators of U q ( gl n ), it is hard to see that this action is compatible with the upper left corner embedding U q ( gl n ) ֒→ U q ( gl N ) (n < N ).
Motivated by [23, Prop. 3 .2B] and [13, §3.2], we now introduce in this paper a direct action of U q ( gl n ) on the natural representation and, hence, on the tensor space. We then prove that this action coincides with the diamond action. On the other hand, with this direct action, we are able to establish a certain compatibility relation of the diamond actions with the natural embedding U q ( gl n ) ֒→ U q ( gl n+1 ) (Theorem 5.5). Thus, by an analysis of the actions of central elements in U q ( gl n ) on pseudo-highest weight vectors, we establish the identification theorem for the n r case. As a by-product of the work, we fill in a "missing arrow" in a diagram appearing in [13, §3.5, Fig. 1 ].
We organize the paper as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we recall the definitions of double Ringel-Hall algebras D △,C (n) of cyclic quivers and affine q-Schur algebras S △ (n, r) C in terms of q-permutation modules of the affine Hecke algebra H △ (r) C . We also give an isomorphism from D △,C (n) to the quantum loop algebra U q ( gl n ). Section 4 presents an explicit action of U q ( gl n ) on Ω (n) and, hence, on Ω ⊗r (n) , together with a comparison with that of D △,C (n). In Section 5, we prove that the actions of quantum loop algebras on the tensor spaces are compatible with the natural embedding U q ( gl n ) ֒→ U q ( gl n+1 ). We apply in Section 6 the results obtained in the previous sections to identify simple representations of S △ (n, r) C arising from simple polynomial representations of U q ( gl n ) with those arising from simple H △ (r) C -modules for the case n r. In the final section, we construct an embedding U q ( sl n−1 ) → U q ( sl n ) in terms of their Drinfeld-Jimbo presentation and show that this embedding is the required missing arrow mentioned above.
Throughout the paper, we mostly follow the notations in [7] . In the following we fix some of them which will be frequently used. In particular, we always assume that q ∈ C * = C\{0} is not a root of unity.
For a positive integer n, let M n (C) be the set of all n × n-matrices over C and let M △,n (C) be the set of all Z × Z complex matrices A = (a i,j ) i,j∈Z with a i,j ∈ C such that (a) a i,j = a i+n,j+n for i, j ∈ Z, and (b) for every i ∈ Z, the set {j ∈ Z | a i,j = 0} is finite.
If 1 i, j n, we denote by E i,j the n × n-matrix (e i,j k,l ) k,l=1,...,n . Let Z = Z[υ, υ −1 ] be the Laurent polynomial ring in indeterminate υ and let Q(υ) be the fraction field of Z. For m 0 and 0 t n, define
[s], and
By convention, [0] ! = 1. Given a polynomial f ∈ Z and c ∈ C * , we sometimes write
2. Double Ringel-Hall algebras of cyclic quivers and quantum loop algebras U q ( gl n )
In this section we recall from [7, Ch. 2 ] the construction of the double Ringel-Hall algebra D △,C (n) of a cyclic quiver and an isomorphism from D △,C (n) to the quantum loop algebra U q ( gl n ).
Let △(n) (n 2) be the cyclic quiver with vertex set I = Z/nZ = {1, 2, . . . , n} and arrow set {i → i + 1 | i ∈ I}. The Euler form −, − : ZI × ZI → Z associated with △(n) is defined by
A (finite dimensional) nilpotent representation of △(n) over a field F consists of finite dimensional F-vector space V i (i ∈ I) and of F-linear maps f i :
For each vertex i ∈ I, there is a one-dimensional representation S i with dimension vector e i = (δ i,j ) j∈I . It is known that the S i form a complete set of simple nilpotent representations of △(n). Moreover, up to isomorphism, all nilpotent indecomposable representations are given by S i [l] (i ∈ I and l 1) of length l with top S i . Thus, the isoclasses of nilpotent representations are indexed by the matrices in the set 
where m A = dim rad End(M (A)). Then for each finite field F,
see, for example, [7, §1.2] . In particular, if q ∈ C * = C\{0} is not a root of unity, then
In order to define the double Ringel-Hall algebra of △(n) over the complex number field C, we fix from now on q ∈ C * which is not a root of unity. First of all, by specializing υ to q, we obtain the complex Ringel-Hall algebra
We can now extend H △ (n) C to a Hopf algebra H △ (n) 0 C which as a complex vector space has a basis {u [26, 16, 32] or [7, Prop. 1.5.3] . Its algebra structure is given by
where A, B ∈ Θ + △ (n) and α, β ∈ ZI, and its coalgebra structure is given by
In particular, the multiplication is given by
where A, B ∈ Θ + △ (n) and α, β ∈ ZI. The comultiplication is given by
where α ∈ ZI and C ∈ Θ + △ (n). Moreover, the bilinear form ψ :
is a skew-Hopf pairing in the sense of [22] , where α β = n i=1 a i b i if α = (a i ) and β = (b i ). Following [32] 
we obtain the associated reduced double Ringel-Hall algebra D △,C (n) which inherits a Hopf algebra structure from those of H △ (n)
where D ± are subalgebras generated by u [29] and [19] , there are central elements z ± m in D △,C (n) which are primitive; see the precise definition given in [7, §2.2] . For each i ∈ I, set
s , i ∈ I, s ∈ Z + , with certain relations; see [7, Th. 2.3.1] . We often use in the sequel the following normalized basis for the ±-parts:
is defined over the rational function field Q(υ). As pointed out in [7, Rem. 2.1.4], D △,C (n) can be constructed in an entirely similar way whenever q is not a root of unity.
On the other hand, the quantum loop algebra U q ( gl n ) (or quantum affine gl n ) is the Calgebra generated by
and g i,t (1 i n, t ∈ Z\{0}) with the following relations:
where [x, y] a = xy − ayx, C = (c i,j ) i,j∈I denotes the generalized Cartan matrix of type A n−1 , and φ ± i,s are defined via the generating functions in indeterminate u by
The C-subalgebra of U q ( gl n ) generated by k
±1
i , x ± i,s , and h i,t for 1 i < n, s, t ∈ Z with t = 0, is known as quantum loop algebra U q ( sl n ) (also called the Drinfeld new presentation).
For each m 1, define
In what follows, we sometimes identify
Tensor spaces and affine q-Schur algebras
In this section we introduce the notion of affine q-Schur algebras S △ (n, r) C in terms of q-permutation modules of the affine Hecke algebra H △ (r) C . As in the previous section, q is a fixed nonzero complex number which is not a root of unity.
Let S △,r be the affine symmetric group consisting of all permutations w :
i is the affine Weyl group of type A with generators s i (1 i r) defined by setting
for j ≡ i, i + 1 mod r; j − 1, for j ≡ i + 1 mod r; j + 1, for j ≡ i mod r (see [24, 3.6] ). Then (W, S) is a Coxeter system with S = {s 1 , . . . , s r }. The cyclic subgroup ρ of S △,r generated by the permutation ρ of Z sending j to j + 1, for all j, is in the complement of W . Moreover, there are group isomorphisms
±m used here is to indicate that the elements θ±m are relative to n. Such notation will often appear later on.
where S r is the subgroup of W generated by s 1 , . . . , s r−1 . Let ℓ be the length function of the Coxeter system (W, S) and extend it to S △,r by setting ℓ(ρ i w) = ℓ(w) for all i ∈ Z and w ∈ W .
Following [21] , the (extended) affine Hecke algebra H △ (r) C = H(S △,r ) C of S △,r is the C-algebra generated by T s i (1 i r), T ±1 ρ with relations:
,
where T s r+1 = T s 1 . This algebra has a basis {T w } w∈S△,r , where
For w ∈ S △,r , let T w = q −ℓ(w) T w . Then H △ (r) C admits the so-called Bernstein presentation which consists of generators
and relations
where e 1 , . . . , e r denote the standard basis elements of Z r ⊂ S △,r . Moreover, there is a decomposition (of C-vector spaces):
. Let Λ(n, r) be the set of compositions of r into n parts. For λ ∈ Λ(n, r), let S λ be the corresponding standard Young subgroup of S r (also of S △,r ), and set
Then the set {φ d λ,µ } forms a basis of S △ (n, r) C ; see [17] . It is clear that each φ 1 λ,λ is an idempotent which is the projection on the summand x λ H △ (r) C .
On the other hand, let Ω be the complex vector space with basis {ω i | i ∈ Z}. Consider the subspace V = V n spanned by {ω 1 , . . . , ω n } and set
We will always identify Ω (n) with Ω via ω i X m → ω i−mn . For each r 1, we identify the tensor space Ω
and define for i = (i j ) ∈ I(n, r) and a = (a i ) ∈ Z r ,
Following [30] , there is a right action of
By [30, Lem. 8.3 ] (see also [11, Lem. 9 .5]), there is an H △ (r) C -module isomorphism
In the following we identify T △ (n, r) C with Ω ⊗r (n) and, hence, S △ (n, r) C with End H△(r)
Thus, for 1 i, j n and m ∈ Z, E △ i,j±mn = E △ i∓mn,j = E i,j X ±m . In this way, we regard each
Note that the composite (
This homomorphism ξ 1 gives an action, the dot action,
By [7, Prop. 3.5] , the action of the elements defined in (2.0.7) has the following simple form:
for each 0 = A ∈ Θ + △ (n) and s ∈ Z. For each r 1, the Hopf algebra structure of D △,C (n) induces an algebra homomorphism
Thus, Ω ⊗r (n) becomes a D △,C (n)-module under the dot action:
Since z ± m are primitive elements, we have by (3. 
which is surjective; see [7, Cor. 3.8.4] . Therefore, Ω ⊗r (n) can be also viewed as an S △ (n, r) C -H △ (r) C -bimodule. Moreover, by [7, 3.2 
Now suppose N n. We embed Λ(n, r) into Λ(N, r) via the map
and define an idempotent (3.1.9) e = µ∈Λ△(n,r)
The following result is an easy consequence of the construction; cf. [7, Lem. 3 
Lemma 3.2. Let N n. Then S △ (n, r) C can be identified with the (centralizer) subalgebra
Now twisting the dot action with the Hopf algebra isomorphism f defined in (2.1.3) yields an action of U q ( gl n ), called the diamond action, on the tensor space:
In the next section, we will give an alternative definition for the diamond action.
4. The ⋄-action of U q ( gl n ) on the tensor space We now define directly an action of U q ( gl n ) on Ω (n) and, hence, on Ω ⊗r (n) . We will show this action agrees with the diamond action.
By generalizing the action of U q ( sl n ) on Ω (n) given in [23, Prop. 3 .2B] (see also [13, Lem. 3 .5]), we obtain an action of U q ( gl n ) on Ω (n) which is described by the following algebra homomorphism.
where 1 i n, 1 j < n, and s, m ∈ Z with m = 0.
Proof. It suffices to prove that the elements π(k
) and π(x ± j,s ) satisfy the defining relations (QLA1)-(QLA7) of U q ( gl n ). We only examine the relation (QLA5). All other relations can be directly checked.
In the following we write E i = E i,i (1 i n) for notational simplicity. For 1 i n,
where E n+1 = E 1 . For 1 i < n and 0 = m ∈ Z, set
Then for m 1,
This implies that
A similar calculation gives the equality
Now we set for all 1 i < n and m 1 π(φ
Consequently,
Moreover,
This finishes the proof.
By the proof of the above proposition, we obtain the following formulas:
Furthermore, we deduce that
where ε ±1 n are defined in (2.1.2). Thus, if we view U q ( sl n ) as a subalgebra of U q ( gl n ) and identify it with its Drinfeld-Jimbo presentation (see Remark 2.1(2)) via
, where 1 i < n. These are the modified formulas in [13, Lem. 3.4] in which z is viewed as the indeterminate X.
In order to make a comparison with the dot action of D △,C (n) on Ω (n) , we twist the above homomorphism with the algebra automorphism
to obtained the algebra homomorphism
We sometimes write ζ
for ζ 1 if n needs to be mentioned. Since φ(ε ± n ) = q ∓1 ε ± n and φ(θ ±m ) = q ∓m θ ±m , we have (4.1.2)
where 1 i < n, 1 j n, t ∈ Z, and m 1. Like (3.1.7), for each r 1, the Hope structure of U q ( gl n ) induces an algebra homomorphism 
Proof. Since f is a Hopf algebra isomorphism, we have ∆ (r−1) f = f ⊗r ∆ (r−1) and so ξ
. Thus, it suffices to prove that ξ 1 = ζ 1 f . This is a direct computation by comparing (4. 1.2), (3.1.4) and (2.1.3 ).
The result above shows that the diamond action defined in (3.2.1) has the following interpretation.
(4.2.1)
The homomorphism ζ r induces an algebra epimorphism
Compatibility of the ⋄-actions with the embedding
By definition (see [13, §2.6]), there is an "upper left corner" algebra embedding
, where 1 i < n, 1 j n, and s, t ∈ Z with t = 0. In this section, we study the compatibility of the ⋄-actions of quantum affine loop algebras on tensor spaces with the embedding ι.
We first look at the effect of the embedding on the Chevalley type generators. The first assertion of the following fact was observed in [20] . However, we provide a proof for completeness.
Lemma 5.1. The two equalities
ι n (ε + n ) = qε + n+1 x + n,0 − x + n,0 ε + n+1 and ι n (ε − n ) = q −1 x − n,0 ε − n+1 − ε − n+1 x − n,0 hold in U q ( gl n+1 ). Moreover, we have (a) ι n ( k n ) = k n k −1 1 = k n k n+1 ; (b) ι n (θ (n) ±m ) = ∓ 1 [m]q n i=1 g i,m = θ (n+1) ±m = ∓ 1 [m]q n+1 i=1 g i,m .
In other words, the images of the central elements in
Proof. We prove the second equality. The first one can be proved similarly (see a detailed proof in [20, Lem. 4] ). Write
which is viewed as an element in both U q ( gl n ) and U q ( gl n+1 ). Then, by definition,
The rest of the proof is clear.
The embedding ι induces an embedding
. In other words, the following square commutes:
, where 
. Remark 5.3. By the above lemma, we see immediately that
. Hence,  can not be a Hopf algebra homomorphism, and neither can ι.
Furthermore, the natural embedding V n → V n+1 , ω i → ω i induces an embedding
where 1 i n and m ∈ Z. For simplicity, in the following we identify Ω (n) with κ(Ω (n) ). Similarly, we can embed
where m ∈ Z, A ∈ M n (C), and
, where the superscripts indicate the sizes of the matrices.
Proof. We only need to check the equality ζ
Hence, ζ
Finally, for 1 i < n and t ∈ Z,
The last statement follows directly from the definition of ζ
We now establish the following compatibility relations.
r (x) coincides with the restriction of ζ
(2) For each m 1 and each ω ∈ Ω ⊗r (n) ,
Note that statement (1) does not extend to statement (2) since ι(θ
±m ; see Lemma 5.1(b).
Proof. (1) In view of the Hopf algebra isomorphisms f n and f n+1 , it suffices to prove that the equality
It follows from Proposition 5.4 that the above desired equalities hold for x = K ±1 i and x = u ± j . It remains to treat the cases x = u ± n . By Lemma 5.2, (u
. Further, by (3.1.6) and Proposition 5.4,
Applying the comultiplication formulas for D △,C (n + 1) in (2.0.4) implies that ∆ (r−1) ( u + E ) is a linear combination of terms x 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x r such that x s = u + E or u + n for some 1 s r.
it follows that
, where x ′ is a linear combination of terms x 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ x r such that x s = u + n for some 1 s r. Applying Proposition 5.4 gives that
We conclude that
The case x = u − n can be treated similarly. More generally, suppose that N > n. Let us consider the algebra embedding
and the embedding
By repeatedly applying the above theorem, we obtain the following result. 
Now consider the U
On the other hand, by restriction via the embedding U q ( sl n ) ֒→ U q ( gl n )
. Applying Corollary 5.6(1) gives the following result.
Here we used | (resp., ↓) to indicate the restriction from U q ( gl n ) (resp., U q ( gl N )) to U q ( sl n ).
Remark 5.8. As pointed out in Remark 2.1 and Remark 2.2(1), we have the double Ringel-Hall algebra D △ (n) and the quantum loop algebra U( gl n ) defined over Q(υ). When the tensor space is also considered over Q(υ), all the results in Section 4 and this section remain true over Q(υ).
Identification of two classifications of simple S △ (n, r) C -modules
In [7, Ch. 4] , two approaches were used to classify simple S △ (n, r) C -modules: the upward one is to apply the classification of simple H △ (r) C -modules [28] , while the downward one is to apply the classification of simple polynomial representations of U q ( gl n ) [13] . When n > r, the simple S △ (n, r) C -modules obtained in these two classifications were identified in [7, §4.4] . This section deals with the n r case in which the results in the previous section play a key role.
We first recall from [7, Ch. 4 ] the classifications of simple S △ (n, r) C -modules obtained from the above mentioned two approaches. By a segment s of length k = |s| with center a ∈ C * we mean a sequence
If s = {s 1 , . . . , s p } is an unordered collection of segments (or a multisegment), the sum |s 1 | + · · · + |s p | := |s| is called the length of s. Let S r be the set of unordered collections of segments s with |s| = r. By [33] and [28] , for each s ∈ S r , there is an associated simple H △ (r) C -module V s (see, for example, the detailed construction in [7, §4.3] ). Moreover, the set
forms a complete set of simple H △ (r) C -modules. Further, set
Clearly, if n r, then S 
is a complete set of simple S △ (n, r) C -modules.
Following [13] , an n-tuple of polynomials Q = (Q 1 (u), . . . , Q n (u)) with constant terms 1 is called dominant if, for each 1 i n−1, the ratio Q i (uq i−1 )/Q i+1 (uq i+1 ) is a polynomial in u. Let Q(n) be the set of dominant n-tuples of polynomials. The following result will be used later on.
Proof. For 1 i < n, set
Applying the proof of [12, Th. 7.2] shows that for 1 i n,
and
Note that both Q n (u) and Q ′ n (u) have constant term 1 and q is not a root of unity. Equating coefficients from constant terms onwards gives Q n (u) = Q ′ n (u). Finally, an inductive argument shows that Q i (u) = Q ′ i (u) for all 1 i n. For 1 i n and s ∈ Z, define the elements Q i,s ∈ U q ( gl n ) through the generating functions
Let V be a representation of U q ( gl n ) and let λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) ∈ Z n . A nonzero (λ-weight) vector w ∈ V is called a pseudo-highest weight vector if there exist some Q i,s ∈ C such that (6.2.1) x + j,s w = 0, Q i,s w = Q i,s w, and k i w = q λ i w, for all 1 i n, 1 j < n, and s ∈ Z. A representation V is called a pseudo-highest weight module if V = U q ( gl n )w for some pseudo-highest weight vector w.
For a polynomial Q(u)
Given a Q = (Q 1 (u), . . . , Q n (u)) ∈ Q(n), define Q i,s ∈ C, for 1 i n and s ∈ Z, by the following formula
Let I(Q) be the left ideal of U q ( gl n ) generated by x + j,s , Q i,s −Q i,s , and k i −q λ i , for 1 j < n, 1 i n, and s ∈ Z, where λ i = deg Q i (u), and define
Then M (Q) has a unique simple quotient, denoted by L(Q). Clearly, L(Q) is a pseudohighest weight module with pseudo-highest weight λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) ∈ Λ(n, r). . For any n, r 1, the set L(Q) | Q ∈ Q(n) r is a complete set of simple S △ (n, r) C -modules.
Remark 6.4. Let P(n) be the set of (n − 1)-tuples of polynomials with constant terms 1.
For each P = (P 1 (u), . . . , P n−1 (u)) ∈ P(n), one can construct similarly a finite dimensional simple U q ( sl n )-moduleL(P). A result of Chari-Pressley [3, 5] states that the modulesL(P) with P ∈ P(n) are all pairwise nonisomorphic finite dimensional simple U q ( sl n )-modules of type 1. By [13, Lem. 4.4] 
where P = (P 1 (u), . . . , P n−1 (u)) with
We need the following result for the proof of the main theorem.
Proof. Let w 0 be a pseudo-highest weight vector in L(Q). Then, by the construction of L(Q), we have
Since L(Q) is simple and the θ ±t are central elements, there are λ ±t ∈ C such that
Therefore,
Letting w = w 0 gives that
Consequently, we obtain that for all w ∈ L(Q),
Now suppose that n r and fix N > r. As in [7, §4.4] , to each s = {s 1 , . . . , s p } ∈ S r with
where
r , i.e., µ i n for all 1 i p. Then P n+1 (u) = · · · = P N −1 (u) = 1 and thus,
Thus, we obtain the associated simple U q ( gl n )-module L(Q s,n ) which is also an S △ (n, r) Cmodule by Lemma 6.3.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 6.6. Keep the notation above and assume N > r n.
Proof. For simplicity, we identify L(Q s ) with Ω ⊗r (N ) ⊗ H△(r) C V s . Consider the idempotent e = µ∈Λ(n,r) φ 1 µ, µ ∈ S △ (N, r) C defined in (3.1.9). By Lemma 3.2, under the identification S △ (n, r) C = eS △ (N, r) C e, the S △ (n, r) C -H △ (r) C -bimodules eΩ ⊗r (N ) and Ω ⊗r (n) are isomorphic. Hence, we obtain a canonical S △ (n, r) C -module isomorphism
By Lemma 6.1, Ω ⊗r (n) ⊗ H△(r) C V s is a simple S △ (n, r) C -module and, hence, a simple U q ( gl n )-module. Applying Lemma 6.3 gives
Thus, by Remark 6.4,
On the other hand, let w 0 be a pseudo-highest weight vector in L(Q s ). Then w 0 ∈ L(Q s ) λ , where λ = (λ i ) ∈ Λ(N, r) with λ i = deg Q i (u) for 1 i N . By the definition of Q s (and noting s ∈ S (n) r ), λ = µ with µ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ n ) ∈ Λ(n, r). Hence,
µ, µ L(Q s ) = (eL(Q s )) µ . Thus, w 0 ∈ eL(Q s ), and it is also a pseudo-highest weight vector in eL(Q s ) ↓ Uq( sln) . By the definition of L(Q s ), we get that (6.6.3) eL(Q s ) ↓ U q ( sln) ∼ =L(P),
where P = (P 1 (u), . . . , P n−1 (u)) with P i (u) = Q i (uq i−1 )/Q i+1 (uq i+1 ). Now applying Corollary 5.7 to (6.6.2) and (6.6.3) yields a U q ( sl n )-module isomorphism
Therefore, P = P ′ , i.e., (6.6.4) P i (u) = P 7. An embedding U DJ q ( sl n−1 ) → U DJ q ( sl n )-a missing map in [13] In this section we construct an embedding U q ( sl n−1 ) → U q ( sl n ) in terms of their DrinfeldJimbo presentation. This embedding indeed fills in a "missing" arrow in a diagram appearing in [13, §3.5, Fig. 1 ]. Throughout this section we follow the notation used in [13] .
Let U new q ( sl n ) and U DJ q ( sl n ) denote the Drinfeld new presentation and the Drinfeld-Jimbo presentation of the quantum affine sl n , respectively; see Remark 2.1 (2) . By [1] and [2] (see [13, §3.1] ), there is an isomorphism B = B n : U new q ( sl n ) → U DJ q ( sl n ) whose inverse B −1 is given by
Suppose that n 3. The embedding ι = ι n−1 : U q ( gl n−1 ) → U q ( gl n ) induces an "upper left corner" embedding ι new : U new q ( sl n−1 ) → U new q ( sl n ) taking k
,s , h i,t −→ h i,t , where 1 j < n − 1, 1 i n − 1, and s, t ∈ Z with t = 0. Proposition 7.1. There is an algebra embedding ι DJ : U DJ q ( sl n−1 ) → U DJ q ( sl n ) such that follow from Lemma 5.1.
The above proposition gives rise to the commutative square
This together with the commutative diagram in [13, §3.5, Fig. 1 
IÎ
where the unexplained notation is referred to [13] . Consequently, by inserting the arrow ι DJ : U DJ q ( sl n−1 ) → U DJ q ( sl n ), all the squares in the diagram in [13, §3.5, Fig. 1 ] commute.
